
 

RECEPTION IN THE GRAND DUCHY 

LUXEMBOURG AMBASSADORS’ 

RESIDENCE 

The reception introducing the details 

of the tournament was held by the 

Embassy of Luxembourg on 5th of 

October 2017 and that was also the 

opening ceremony of the 8th Embassy 

Tennis Turkey. 

Participants found the opportunity to meet 

and to get to know each other more closely. 

 

(From left to right; Mr. Zeki Güneş, Mr. Yalçın 

Taşhan, Mr. Günay Yıldırım.) 

 

 

Delicious meals, desserts and drinks 

from different cuisines were 

prepared by Mr. Amirouche Hamiti at 

the reception. 

 

 

(Mr. Orhan Gursesli on the left and Mr. 

Ahmed Abdellatif on the right in front of 

Embassy Tennis Turkey Tournament poster.) 

 

 

 

       (Mr. Georges Faber on the left and Mr. 

       Marcelo Varela Erasheva on the right.) 



WE HAD GREAT AUDIENCE 

 

The 8th Embassy Tennis Turkey Tournament organized on the 7th-8th and 14th-15th of October 2017 

within Ankara Tennis Club Court hosted by Çınar & Çınar and the Embassy of the Grand Duchy 

Luxembourg, had a great audience from different nationalities. It was a meeting point for many 

cultures. We had a wonderful tournament, had the opportunity to share many great memories and 

build close relationships between all participants. 

WE BECAME A BIG FAMILY 

 

During 4 exciteful days, we shared 

our joy, our time and our dreams 

with each other. And all this shares 

made us a family. 

 We watched the games together, 

 We supported our favorite participants 

together, 

 We had lots of fun together 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    (Azer Alikalfic with his son) 

 (Ahmed Abdellatif and his family)   (Julian and Hrvoje Cikovic) 

 

(Legal Interns of çınar&çınar 

with Mr. Takao Ito) 

 

 

 



WE STRENGTHENED OUR RELATIONS 

Here are some feedback 

from the participants: 

“Dear colleagues, 

Thank you for your 

wonderful organization. It's 

a really unforgettable 

experience. 

Best” 

Jinshi Liu 

 

(Ms. Kathryne Ghent and Ms. Barbara Faber-Mohr)  

“Dear Embassy Tennis Turkey Team, 

After the extremely successful 8th edition of the 

Tournament, on behalf of the Ćiković family, I would 

like to express our gratitude for the perfect 

organisation and the wonderful atmosphere, from the 

initial Reception, the two weekends of dynamic and 

intense matches, with the great finish at the Spice 

Restaurant. 

Looking forward to October 2018 and the 9th Edition. 

Sincere regards” 

Hrvoje Cikovic with Dusha, Julian and Constanze 

(Mr. Onur Özçeri and Mr. 

Takao Ito) 

 

 

 

 

 

(Mr. Hakan Çınar, Ms. Kathryne Ghent, Ms. Katherine Smith and Mr. Sergio Scodannibbio) 



 

 

WE HAD INTENSE MATCHES 

 

We had intense matches in Woman/Men Single, 

Woman/Men Double, Junior, mixed double and 

consolation categories. The final matches played on 

15 October in Ankara Tennis Club Courts. As we 

could observe in the matches, there is no age or 

race to play tennis; it’s not a “hard” but a “heart” 

work. 

On the first photo we see H.E. Georges Faber while 

playing his final match in Men’s Single A Category 

with Mr. Lucas Krasowski as seen on the second 

photo. 

On the third photo; Ms. Sinem Alptekin one of the 

lawyers of çınar & çınar swept the court with her 

performance! 

 



 

  

 

(Mr.Takao Ito, Mr.Facundo Cuevas, 

Mr.Marcelo Varela Erasheva, Mr. 

Bernardo Cordova Tello) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Mr. Ahmet Yetişkin and Ms. Sinem Alptekin 

playing against Mr. Stalin Babu Cheekatla and 

his daughter Ms. Sreshta Cheekatla) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Mr. Hakan Çınar and Mr. Sergio 

Scodanibbio playing against Mr. 

Kutay Kaygısız and Mr. Berkant Sali) 

 

 

 



DINNER AT SPICE CURRY HOUSE 

 

(Emir Çınar and Hakan Çınar presenting Barbara 

Faber-Mohr’s plaquet.)  

The closing dinner party of the Embassy Tennis 

Turkey tournament took place in the Spice Curry 

House restaurant on the last day of tournament after 

the trophy ceremony. All the participants and their 

families attended to this joyful dinner party. The 

organization committee of the tournament was 

honored by plaquets for their great effort and 

support.  

 

 

 

 

 Organization committee with their 

plaquets: (left to right) Sinem Alptekin 

– İpek Tekdemir – Emir Çınar – Hakan 

Çınar – Barbara Faber-Mohr – Georges 

Faber 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(Mr. Hakan Çınar choosing the lucky number for the 

lottery) 



 

 

 

 

After the plaquet presentation, the annual lottery was drawn. 

Each participant of the tournament has the tickets accordingly to 

the amount of category they have competed in. There were 

various prizes for the components such as spas, brunches, wines 

etc. 

 

 

 

Kathyrn – Stephen Ghent from the US Ambassy with their lottery prizes.  

HOPE TO SEE YOU NEXT YEAR! 


